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Your in-depth guide to using the new Microsoft data mining standard to solve today's business problems
    Concealed inside your data warehouse and data marts is a wealth of valuable information just waiting to be discovered. All you need are the right tools to extract that information and put it to use. Serving as your expert guide, this book shows you how to create and implement data mining applications that will find the hidden patterns from your historical datasets. The authors explore the core concepts of data mining as well as the latest trends. They then reveal the best practices in the field, utilizing the innovative features of SQL Server 2005 so that you can begin building your own successful data mining projects.    

    You'll learn:     

	The principal concepts of data mining     
	How to work with the data mining algorithms included in SQL Server data mining     
	How to use DMX—the data mining query language     
	The XML for Analysis API     
	The architecture of the SQL Server 2005 data mining component     
	How to extend the SQL Server 2005 data mining platform by plugging in your own algorithms     
	How to implement a data mining project using SQL Server Integration Services     
	How to mine an OLAP cube     
	How to build an online retail site with cross-selling features     
	How to access SQL Server 2005 data mining features programmatically     


About the Author
   ZhaoHui Tang is a Lead Program Manager in the Microsoft SQL Server Data Mining team. Joining Microsoft in 1999, he has been working on designing the data mining features of SQL Server 2000 and SQL Server 2005. He has spoken in many academic and industrial conferences including VLDB, KDD, TechED, PASS, etc. He has published a number of articles for database and data mining journals. Prior to Microsoft, he worked as a researcher at INRIA and Prism lab in Paris and led a team performing data-mining projects at Sema Group. He got his Ph.D. from the University of Versailles, France in 1996.
    Jamie MacLennan is the Development Lead for the Data Mining Engine in SQL Server. He has been designing and implementing data mining functionality in collaboration with Microsoft Research since he joined Microsoft in 1999. In addition to developing the product, he regularly speaks on data mining at conferences worldwide, writes papers and articles about SQL Server Data Mining, and maintains data mining community sites. Prior to joining Microsoft, Jamie worked at Landmark Graphics, Inc. (division of Halliburton) on oil & gas exploration software and at Micrografx, Inc. on flowcharting and presentation graphics software. He studied undergraduate computer science at Cornell University.       
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Comparing and Merging Files with GNU diff and patchNetwork Theory, 2003
This manual describes how to use GNU diff and patch to compare and merge files.

GNU diff and patch are free software. The term "free software" is sometimes misunderstood — it has nothing to do with price. It is about freedom. It refers to your freedom to run, copy, distribute, study, change and improve the software. With...
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OS X Mavericks For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Coast through OS X Mavericks with help from Dr. Mac and For Dummies


	Ready to make friends with Mavericks? Then, Dr. Mac’s your man. Author and longtime Mac guru, Bob “Dr. Mac” LeVitus shares his witty insights and helpful tips in this full-color update to his bestselling OS X guide. You’ll...
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Introduction to High Energy PhysicsCambridge University Press, 2000

	This highly regarded textbook for advanced undergraduates provides a comprehensive introduction to modern particle physics. Coverage emphasizes the balance between experiment and theory. It places stress on the phenomenological approach and basic theoretical concepts rather than rigorous mathematical detail. Donald Perkins also details recent...
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The Spreadsheet at 25: 25 Amazing Excel Examples that Evolved from the Invention that Changed the WorldHoly Macro! Books, 2005
From the 1979 invention by two MIT students of the visible calculator to the war between Lotus and Microsoft for dominance in the spreadsheet market, this book is a fascinating look at the software application that helped spur the entire computer industry. This loving look back at the early computer and technology evolution will teach anyone...
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How to Feed Friends and Influence People: The Carnegie Deli...A Giant Sandwich, a Little Deli, a Huge SuccessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
the show--and the deli--must go on 
In the early morning hours of February 7th, the Carnegie Deli experienced its most unusual takeout order: armed robbers wanted the cash. 
The deli always stayed open until 4 a.m. and then re-opened its doors at 6 a.m. The seven robbers must have canvassed the place or received an inside tip about the...
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Forgery and Memory at the End of the First MillenniumPrinceton Press, 2021

	
		An in-depth exploration of documentary forgery at the turn of the first millennium 

		

		Forgery and Memory at the End of the First Millennium takes a fresh look at documentary forgery and historical memory in the Middle Ages. In the tenth and eleventh centuries, religious houses across Europe began...
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